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The characterization of surface micro-roughness is investigated by using off-specular measurements of polarized optical scattering. In the 

measurement system, the detection angles of optical scattering are defined by the vertical and level scattering angles. The rotating mechanism 

of angles is controlled by stepper motors. Waveplate and polarizer are used to adjust light polarization and detection. We conduct the optical 

scattering measurements by using four standard metal sheets of surface roughness. The nominal values (Ra) of standard micro-roughness 

are 1.6 μm, 0.8 μm, 0.4 μm, and 0.1 μm, respectively. Samples with different surface roughness are evaluated with the utilization of laser 

sources at three incident wavelengths. These polarized images are analyzed using a computer program to obtain the distribution of light 

intensity. The results show great correlation between the metal surface roughness and polarization states. This measurement system can be 

used to quickly and accurately distinguish between different surfaces and properties. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

There are many techniques for surface inspection, among 

which noncontact measurements are the most important for 

application. Optical scattering experiments provide many 

messages on the sample materials, such as their optical 

characteristics and surface features. The optical scattering 

measurement methods have been proposed in many 

references [1]-[6]. The most conventional method is in-plane 

light-scattering measurement. The scattering angles are 

defined by the incident light and reflected light in a plane. 

Polarized light-scattering analysis, which is an accurate 

optical method, is used in the in-plane measurement. The 

information of surface roughness can be obtained by 

polarized light-scattering analysis. According to the Stokes 

theory, polarization is considered as one of the states of 

electromagnetic wave. The different surface roughnesses can 

be distinguished from different conditions of scattered light 

[7]. The capability of polarized optical scattering 

measurement promises a wide range of application including 

characteristic detection of skin tissue for medical use. This 

measurement method obtains hidden information from the 

surface that cannot be acquired by human eyes. In medical 

science, the polarized imaging measurement has proved its 

precision and reliability [8], [9]. 

By using two-axis scatterometry, the relationship between 

simple surface characteristics and polarized light-scattering is 

determined. However, two-axis scatterometry methods have 

several disadvantages. The measuring range is limited by in-

plane measurement. It only observes in-plane information of 

light-scattering and the experimental results are not 

applicable for real surface. In order to overcome these 

disadvantages, three-axis scatterometry can be employed for 

accurately detecting the complex surface roughness. Many 

researchers have started to develop three-axis scatterometry 

systems and to delimit geometric light on hemisphere [10]-

[27]. The depolarization and distribution of scattered light in 

off-specular reflection by rough surfaces are studied. The 

light depolarization by an oriented rough surface relates to its 

roughness and material property. In the system, stepper 

motors are used to control the incident and the out-of-plane 

detecting angles. By exploiting this knowledge, the 

improvements can be made in the detection of small particle 

or surface roughness. The measured images are analyzed by 

using the Muller matrix which gives the relationship between 

polarization state and surface roughness. The condition of 

surface roughness can thus be obtained from the experimental 

data. The bidirectional reflectance distribution function 

(BRDF) is used to define reflected light at an opaque surface. 

It has been confirmed that the BRDF method is accurate and 

practical in scattered light measurement. Furthermore, 

speckle image systems are similar to two-axis scatterometry 

systems, but the amount of information obtained is less than 

that in three-axis scatterometry [28], [29]. Speckle pattern can 

evaluate the value of surface roughness but cannot display a 

clear surface image [30]-[36]. Information collected by two-

axis scatterometry is limited, and a three-axis scatterometry 

system has to be developed. 
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In this paper, the off-specular measurements from metal 

surfaces are achieved by the polarized optical scattering 

measurement system. The wavelengths of the incident light 

adopted in this system are 405 nm, 515 nm, and 671 nm. The 

light beam is applied to standard sheets with different surface 

roughness for acquiring polarized images. From the polarized 

images, the relationship between polarization states and 

surface roughness is calculated by using the matrix analysis. 

This study also obtains the slope of mean degree of linear 

polarization on different surface roughness. This 

experimental system is proved to be fast and accurate in 

obtaining clear polarized scattering images of surface. The 

details of experiment are introduced carefully in this article. 

 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Theories for light scattering from surface roughness have 

been developed elsewhere [2]-[7]. The theoretical description 

in this paper is used to support the experimental method of 

light scattering. In practice, the theoretical approach has 

problems to distinguish the value of surface roughness 

because the roughness is usually non-uniform distribution on 

the surface in a large area. For roughness-induced scatter in 

the smooth surface limit, the results of first-order vector 

perturbation theory are summarized here briefly [3], [4], [7]. 

The surface roughness of the standard sheets is measured by 

using out-of-plane measurement of optical scattering. Fig.1. 

shows the incident and detecting angles for a surface micro-

roughness. The incident angle of the polarized beam is 

defined as θi in X-Z plane and the out-of-plane angle is 

defined as φi. The scattered light has a reflection angle θr with 

the Z axis. When polarized light irradiates onto a standard 

sheet, it produces scattering light in the hemisphere. The 

BRDF is defined as a function of optical scattering from a 

surface [12], as follows: 
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where ωσ ∂∂ /r  is scattered intensity per unit solid angle. σi 

is the power of the light. θi and θr are the polar angles of 

incident and reflected beam. φi and φr are azimuth of incident 

and scattered light. The Jones matrix of scattered light from a 

sample surface is expressed as follows [7]: 
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where k = 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength of laser, R is the distance 

from the scattered light to detector, and qij are as follows: 
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where nsur is the refractive index of the surface material. 

In the experiment, θi and θr are set at a fixed angle (45° or 

60°) and φi is 180°. The φr rotates from 0° to 180° in every 5°. 

A mechanism is designed for controlling the rotation of the 

standard sheet in four directions. The standard sheet rotates at 

different angles and then a charge coupled device (CCD) 

detects the intensity of the scattered light. The scattered light 

from a surface roughness of these standard sheets can hence 

be measured and recorded on a hemisphere. Specific reports 

of optical scattering by a surface characteristic have been 

presented in many academic publications [1]-[20]. According 

to the participation of these literatures, the optical scattering 

principle is described briefly here. In order to evaluate 

measurement data from multi-direction immediately, the out-

of-plane optical scattering coordinate system is illustrated in 

Fig.1. to describe the angular dependence of a scattered field 

from a surface. A polarized laser beam is illuminating a 

surface at an incident polar angle θi. The orientation of 

scattered light is clarified by a polar angle θr and an azimuth 

angle φr. 

 

 
 

Fig.1.  Out-of-plane optical scattering coordinate system for a 

surface micro-roughness. 
 

The polarized scattering measurement system is employed 

to study off-specular optical scattering from a surface micro-

roughness. Fig.2. depicts the experimental apparatus of the 

polarized scattering measurement system. Fig.2.a) shows the 

multi-axis rotating mechanism controlled by stepper motors 

for four rotation angles. The CCD rotates 360° around the 

sample. The sample holder performs full rotation with respect 

to a horizontal axis and a vertical axis. The sample holder also 

revolves on its own axis. The angles of the incident light and 

the detection angles of the scattered light can be adjusted by 

the four stepper motors. By suitably adjusting the angles of 

rotation, we can effectively detect the scattered light 

produced by the surface roughness. Fig.2.b) shows the light 

source assembly which consists of laser, pinhole, filter, 

waveplate, polarizer, spatial filter system, and beam 

expander. Because the different wavelengths have varied 

effects on surface roughness, three incident wavelengths 

(405 nm, 515 nm, and 671 nm) of laser are chosen for 

measurements. To ensure that the laser provides the required 

angle of polarization, waveplate and polarizer are adopted to 
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adjust the direction of polarization. The uniform laser source 

is enlarged by beam expander. The incident laser with linear 

polarization is collimated and the diameter of the laser beam 

is about 3 cm. Fig.2.c) shows the detecting components 

which include polarizer, TV zoom lens, and CCD. The 

polarizer is set up in front of the detector, which controls the 

polarization of the received light. The image is focused by TV 

zoom lens and the CCD receives scattering light from the 

surface at different angles. The hemispherical imaging of 

optical scattering can be accomplished by the polarized 

scattering measurement system. 

 

 
 

Fig.2.  The polarized scattering measurement system: a) overall 

schematic diagram, b) light source assembly, c) detecting 

components, and d) photograph. 

 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES 

For estimating the polarized imaging from a surface micro-

roughness, the four standard sheets are sliced from the surface 

roughness standard sets (Flexbar 16008). The standard sheets 

are made of solid electroformed nickel and random rough 

surfaces by grinding. The metal standard sheets (Flexbar 

16008) of surface roughness of 1.6 μm, 0.8 μm, 0.4 μm, and 

0.1 μm are used. The complex indices of refraction of nickel 

are assumed to be 1.61+2.36i at 405 nm, 1.71+3.06i at 

515 nm, and 2.08+3.91i at 671 nm [37]. A stylus profiler 

(Kosaka ET4100) is performed on each of the standard sheets 

for comparison. The average values of roughness are 

measured to be Ra = 1.526 μm, Ra = 0.712 μm, Ra = 

0.368 μm, and Ra = 0.173 μm for the nominal values of 

1.6 μm, 0.8 μm, 0.4 μm, and 0.1 μm, respectively. Fig.3. 

shows the four standard sheets at different surface 

roughnesses. In this part, the off-specular measurements for 

the standard sheets are described. 

 

 
 

Fig.3.  Standard sheets of surface micro-roughness: a) Ra = 1.6 μm, 

b) Ra = 0.8 μm, c) Ra = 0.4 μm, and d) Ra = 0.1 μm. 

The optical scattering from the surface features is 

determined by the property of the Jones matrix. The 

equivalent intensity relationship is expressed using the 

Stokes-Mueller representation via the BRDF. The 

polarization states of optical scattering can be represented by 

a Stokes vector [7]. The element of a Stokes vector is 

characterized as Φj (j = 0, 1, 2, 3). The first three elements of 

a Stokes vector correspond to linear states of polarization. 

The polarization states can be indicated by the principal angle 

and the degree of linear polarization. The principal angle is 

defined as η = 1/2 arctan(Φ2/Φ1). By facing the laser, the 

principal angle is estimated counterclockwise with respect to 

the horizontal axis. The degree of linear polarization PL is 

described by 
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Fig.4.  PP images for surface roughnesses of Ra = 0.1 μm (the first 

row), Ra = 0.4 μm (the second row), Ra = 0.8 μm (the third row), 

and  Ra = 1.6 μm  (the fourth row)  at  a) λ = 405 nm and φr = 35°, 

b) λ = 515 nm and φr = 155°, and c) λ = 671 nm and φr = 20°. 

 

PL = 1 means linear polarization and PL = 0 means 

unpolarized light or circular polarization. The linear 

polarization PL and principal angle η entirely describe the 
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polarization states of optical scattering and are derived simply 

from partial Stokes vector. Our experimental apparatus 

contains two polarizers. The incident beam is polarized with 

the first polarizer oriented parallel (P) to the X-Y plane. The 

second polarizer (analyzer) is mounted on a rotational stage 

in front of the camera in order to detect three polarization 

states: parallel (P), perpendicular (S), and 45° (P45) to the X-

Y plane. We demand three polarized images for polarized 

calculations. When the main axis of analyzer is parallel with 

the X-Y plane, the PP image is received. The PS image is 

received when the main axis of analyzer is perpendicular to 

the X-Y plane. Finally, the P45 image is received when the 

main axis of analyzer is oriented to the X-Y plane at 45°. The 

polarized optical scattering image (POSI) is expressed as 

POSI = (PP-PS) / (PP+PS). Since the POSI is normalized to 

the sum of PP and PS, the variety of laser source and the 

impact of superficial imperfections are removed. Besides, the 

influence of the multiply photon scattering in the POSI is also 

removed by deducting PS from PP. In equation (4), these 

elements of a partial Stokes vector are described as 

 

Φ0 = 2PS + 2PP, Φ1 = 2PS - 2PP, Φ2 = 4P45 - 2PS - 2PP  (5) 

 

 
 

Fig.5.  POSI images for of Ra = 0.1 μm (the first row), Ra = 0.4 μm 

(the second row), Ra = 0.8 μm (the third row), and Ra = 1.6 μm (the 

fourth row) at a) λ = 405 nm and φr = 35°, b) λ = 515 nm and φr = 

155°, and c) λ = 671 nm and φr = 20°. 

The polarization behavior is very responsive to the 

scattering mechanism from a surface. Fig.4. shows the PP 

images for surface roughnesses of Ra = 0.1 μm (the first row), 

Ra = 0.4 μm (the second row), Ra = 0.8 μm (the third row), 

and Ra = 1.6 μm (the fourth row) at different incident 

wavelengths and measuring angles. It can be seen that the 

clear PP images are obtained at λ = 515 nm and φr = 155° for 

all surface roughnesses. However, the blurred PP images are 

observed at λ = 671 nm and φr = 20°. Optical backscattering 

from surface roughness keeps the direction of laser 

polarization and affects the PP image intensely. The multiply 

scattering is from deep surface layers and affects the PP and 

PS images equally. Fig.5. shows the POSI images for 

Ra = 0.1 μm (the first row), Ra = 0.4 μm (the second row), 

Ra = 0.8 μm (the third row), and Ra = 1.6 μm (the fourth row) 

at different incident wavelengths and measuring angles. 

These POSI images intimate that the micro-roughness 

strongly effects distinct intensity distributions of optical 

scattering. The surface texture and defects are clearly 

observed in the POSI images at λ = 515 nm and φr = 155°. 

The multiple surface diffusion is eliminated by choosing 

incident wavelength λ and azimuth angle φr appropriately. 

The POSI image is produced by merging the advantages of 

the PP and PS images at different measured conditions which 

shows significant surface roughness. 

 

 
 

Fig.6.  Normalized mean value of PS and PP images as functions of 

azimuth angle φr at incident wavelengths of a) 405 nm, b) 515 nm, 

and c) 671 nm. 
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The mean values are calculated for all pixels in these 

polarized images. For evaluating polarization more precisely, 

the normalized mean value of the PS and PP images are 

calculated by a total of PS + PP. Fig.6. specifies the 

normalized mean value of PS and PP images for different 

micro-roughnesses as functions of φr at incident wavelengths 

405 nm, 515 nm, 671 nm. In Fig.6.a) and Fig.6.b), the 

normalized mean values in these polarized images alter 

smoothly from one azimuth angle to the next at incident 

wavelengths of 515 nm and 405 nm. However, normalized 

mean values in Fig.6.c) have continued to decline rapidly at 

671 nm wavelength. The observed normalized mean values 

are fairly dependent on incident wavelength. Furthermore, the 

polarization states are derived for all standard sheets in terms 

of azimuth angle. Fig.7. illustrates the mean principal angle 

for different micro-roughnesses as functions of φr at incident 

wavelengths of 405 nm, 515 nm, and 671 nm. We see almost 

no change to the mean principal angle at 405 nm and 515 nm 

wavelengths in Fig.7.a) and Fig.7.b). It is difficult to 

distinguish different types of surface roughness by the mean 

principal angle. Fig.7.c) apparently shows that the largest 

deviation from the mean principal angle occurs in the 

backscattering. This is because backscattering is not only 

responsive to the micro-roughness, but also involves 

influence of spatial skew beams, which also vary with micro-

roughness. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.  Mean principal angle η as a function of azimuth angle φr for 

different micro-roughnesses at incident wavelengths of a) 405 nm, 

b) 515 nm, and c) 671 nm. 

 
 

Fig.8.  Mean degree of linear polarization PL as a function of azimuth 

angle φr for different micro-roughnesses at incident wavelengths of 

a) 405 nm, b) 515 nm, and c) 671 nm. 

 

Fig.8. illustrates the PL as a function of φr for different 

micro-roughnesses at incident wavelengths of 405 nm, 

515 nm, and 671 nm. The influences of micro-roughness on 

the polarization of optical scattering for the studied cases are 

best considered through utilization of Fig.8. These polarized 

reactions demonstrate the certainty of the facet light-

scattering type to some content for different rough surfaces. 

When the azimuth angle is set appropriately, the degree of 

linear polarization PL has critical impact on the definition of 

micro-roughness. In Fig.8.a), the value of PL reduces slowly 

and continues to decrease until φr = 155° for different surface 

roughnesses. In Fig.8.c), the value of PL reduces quickly for 

φr < 30° for all surface roughnesses. These physical 

phenomena imply that the polarization states of optical 

scattering supply enough knowledge to discriminate micro-

roughness with appropriate wavelength. The surface 

roughness can be simply specified based on the graph of PL. 

The slopes of PL versus azimuth angle for the curves vary 

with the micro-roughness value. The value of surface 

roughness can be related to the slope of PL for the curves at 

φr = 15° for 405 nm, φr = 5° for 515 nm, and φr = 0° for 

671 nm, respectively. Fig.9. shows the slope, ΔPL/Δφr, as a 

function of surface micro-roughness at different incident 
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wavelengths for theoretical approximations with 

experimental results. The quantitative relationship between 

the slopes of PL and surface roughness is well received. The 

optical scattering ellipsometry is used to remove the effect of 

the scattering intensity from rough surface and highlight the 

surface characteristics. The experimental results in Fig.9. 

indicate that the ellipsometric parameter at appropriate 

azimuth angle can be utilized to evaluate the unknown value 

of surface micro-roughness. 

 

 
 

Fig.9.  The slope, ΔPL/Δφr, as a function of surface roughness at 

different incident wavelengths for theoretical approximations with 

experimental results. 

 

4.  CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have studied an unusual off-specular 

measurement based on out-of-plane optical scattering for the 

characterization of surface micro-roughness. The optical 

scattering from the surface micro-roughness is measured by 

the polarized scattering measurement system. Our studies 

suggest that the polarized imaging technique can be used to 

observe the key features of micro-roughness. These polarized 

images of optical scattering from different surface micro-

roughness signify the availability of the facet optical 

scattering model. Through the analysis of polarization 

images, it is found that the mean degree of linear polarization 

contributes crucial information to distinguish surface 

roughness. We have obtained the direct relation between the 

slope of PL and the micro-roughness value. The proposed 

system in this paper can overcome the disadvantage of 

contact stylus instrument and improve the measurement 

accuracy. In the future work, we will investigate the effects 

of multiple light-scattering and interferences for the advance 

of measurement resolution to nano-scale. Additional work is 

required to decrease image processing times on the order of a 

few seconds. We also will proceed with the polarization effect 

on the unknown values of surface micro-roughness for the 

optical scattering measurement. The experimental results will 

be compared with the conventional micro-roughness 

measurement methods. 
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